
For a new national Fighting 
assembly oF employed and  

unemployed workers!

CONTRIBUTE FUNDS AND ORGANIZE YOURSELF WITH THE LOI-CI /  
WORKERS DEMOCRACY, MEMBER OF THE COLLECTIVE FOR THE 

RE-FOUNDATION OF THE FOURTH INTERNATIONAL / FLTI

COME WITH US TO FIGHT FOR A SUCCESSFUL UPRISING   
IN ARGENTINA AND FOR THE VICTORY OF THE  

WORKERS AND SOCIALIST REVOLUTION

- CONTRIBUTION VOUCHER -
July 2021

Every two years, the parliamentary left of the regime 
unites to win parliament seats, but refuses to coor-
dinate the struggles and unite the workers’ ranks.
Fight alongside us! We are fighting to overthrow 
the union bureaucracy and its social pact 
with the Fernandezes, the oligarchy and the 
IMF, which today are the continuation of Macri’s 
anti-worker attacks, sinking wages, making the jobs 
of millions of workers more flexible and sinking the 
unemployed in misery and despair.

Acquire the ebook with the lessons 
of the Argentine revolution of 2001

argentina will be a socialist country or a wall street colony!

Collaborate with us! We fight to unite employed and un-
employed workers in a single fight for wages equal to the 
family basket and decent work, against job insecurity, all 
workers under a collective agreement.
Against the capitalists, imperialism and their infamous re-
gime, we must return to the revolutionary path of 2001:

Picket line of dock workers from terminal 5



For a new revolutionary, internationalist and socialist  
leadership oF the working class and the rebellious youth!

come to Fight together with the trotskyists oF the collective  
For the re-Foundation oF the Fourth international / Flti in the 

First line oF struggle oF the working class in latin america

A single party of Stalinists and renegades of 
Trotskyism, together with the union bureau-
cracies, subjugate the working class to the na-
tive bourgeoisies and sell out their battles to 
the “siren songs” of parliamentary deceptions 
and “constituent” detours and traps. They led 
the American working class to the feet of Zion-

ist Sanders, and to Biden, the new Wall Street 
representative.
In the name of “21st century socialism”, the 
“Boliburgeosies” lined their pockets, strangled 
the revolutionary processes as in Venezuela, 
and with the Castro brothers handed Cuba over 
to imperialism.

the betrayals are paid by the masses by enduring 
counterrevolutionary coups, Fascism and hunger,  

as yesterday in Bolivia and today in Colombia,  
and in Haiti torn apart and occupied by the UN

the reFormist leaderships close the way to the  
victory oF the exploited and their revolutions

Contribute and come with the LOI-CI 
/ Workers’ Democracy to fight for the 
re-founding of the Fourth International.

From Chile to Colombia to Peru to Ecuador, 
from the struggles of workers and peasants 
in Bolivia and together with the uprising 
of the American working class, the mass-
es stand up to fight against the imperialist 
plunder and its hated capitalist regimes of 
exploitation.

no to the scam oF the “bolivarian revolution”!  
open the way to the international socialist revolution!
For the working class and the exploited masses to live,  

imperialism must die!

Colombia 2021

Chile 2019

Obama and Castro in Cuba in 2016 Struggle of the workers of Sidor (Venezuela) in 2014


